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Darrell Armer and Ruth Ann Daniels Inducted as Fellows of Texas Bar 
Foundation
April 19, 2013
Darrell Armer and Ruth Ann Daniels, Shareholders of Gray Reed & McGraw, were elected to 
membership in the Fellows of the Texas Bar Foundation. With their election, Armer and 
Daniels join 17 other Gray Reed attorneys as Fellows of the Texas Bar Foundation.
Fellows of the Foundation are selected for their professional achievements and their 
commitment to the improvement of the justice system throughout Texas. Selection as a 
Fellow of the Texas Bar Foundation is restricted to members of the State Bar of Texas. Each 
year, one-third of one percent of State Bar members are invited to become Fellows. Once 
nominees are selected, they must be elected by the Texas Bar Foundation Board of Trustees. 
Membership has grown from an initial 254 Charter Fellows in 1965 to more than 7,500 
Fellows throughout Texas today.
The Texas Bar Foundation is the largest charitably-funded bar foundation in the country. 
Founded in 1965 by lawyers determined to assist the public and improve the profession of 
law, the Texas Bar Foundation has maintained its mission of using the financial 
contributions of its membership to build a strong justice system for all Texans. To date, the 
Texas Bar Foundation has distributed more than $14 million throughout Texas to assist 
nonprofit organizations with a wide range of justice-related programs and services.
About Gray Reed & McGraw
Founded in 1985, Gray Reed & McGraw is a full-service, Texas based law firm with more 
than 120 lawyers practicing in Dallas, Houston and Tyler. Gray Reed & McGraw offers a wide 
range of legal services including business litigation, corporate transactions, oil & gas, tax 
planning and litigation, real estate, healthcare, trusts and estates, employment law, family 
law, intellectual property, and bankruptcy. For more information, visit www.grayreed.com.
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